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SUPREME COURT MUST LISTEN TO A-G, TAKE STEPS
TO FIX ITS GENDER DEFICIT

Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Judiciary in India: its Structure, Organization & Functioning, Judges of SC &
High Courts, Judgments and related Issues

Women belong in all places where decisions are being made”: The late American Supreme
Court justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s dictum is a goal for institutions in all democratic societies.
Unfortunately, the Indian judiciary falls far short of that standard. The highest court of the land, in
the seven decades of its existence, has made space for only eight women judges. The current
Supreme Court has two women justices. There has never been a woman Chief Justice of India.
Women comprise 7.2 per cent of all the judges in the SC and the high courts for which data is
available. Attorney-general KK Venugopal has done well to remind the Supreme Court of this
yawning gender deficit at the heart of the Indian judicial system.

The attorney-general made these remarks in a written submission, when he was asked by an
SC bench to weigh in on a particularly flagrant bail condition set by the Madhya Pradesh High
Court. The HC had asked a man accused of “outraging the modesty of a woman” to visit the
home of the victim and ask her to tie a rakhi. Nine women lawyers had moved the SC against
the bail order, which they rightly said “trivialised” the violation. Similar observations on what
constitutes women’s “character” and what is “becoming” behaviour of sexual assault victims
surface too often in court proceedings. The attorney-general has called for gender sensitisation
of judges and lawyers to avoid judgments which get tangled in patriarchal notions of honour
when they should hold up constitutional rights.

But, as he also pointed out, it is not by sensitisation alone that institutions commit to equality.
Greater representation of women across all levels of judiciary is urgently needed for dismantling
patriarchal attitudes that sustain a system of rank injustice, in which courts are known to prod
alleged sexual offenders and victims towards “compromise weddings”. Gender justice, since the
December 2012 protests, has gained political and social visibility. But it is let down by
entrenched patriarchal systems, which continue to resist change. This was illustrated in the
shocking spectacle of a SC Chief Justice presiding over a case in which he had been accused of
sexual harassment at workplace. That the SC, which also has empowering judgments on gender
rights to its credit, could not institute an impartial mechanism to deal with the allegations,
signifies a blindness for which it is accountable to history. It can make amends. The judiciary
should heed the suggestions of the attorney-general to collect data and apprise itself of the
gender skew in its workings, and take urgent steps to bridge the gap.

 The Indian Express is now on Telegram. Click here to join our channel (@indianexpress)
and stay updated with the latest headlines
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PERSONAL CHOICES, THE CONSTITUTION’S
ENDURANCE
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Indian Constitution - Features & Significant Provisions related to Fundamental

Rights, Directive Principles and Fundamental Duties

In a short and well-reasoned order, the Allahabad High Court declared last month that religious
conversions, even when made solely for the purposes of marriage, constituted a valid exercise
of a person’s liberties. The High Court ruled that the freedom to live with a person of one’s
choice is intrinsic to the fundamental right to life and personal liberty. In holding thus, the order
recognised that our society rested on the foundations of individual dignity, that a person’s
freedom is not conditional on the caste, creed or religion that her partner might claim to profess,
and that every person had an equal dominion over their own senses of conscience.

None of this ought to need spelling out in a secular, democratic republic. Not least over 70 years
after its founding. But such are the times that we live in, with various State governments
undertaking projects to outlaw what they describe pejoratively as “Love Jihad”, that this decision
is an important reminder of the Constitution’s goals and promises.

Editorial | Policing faith: On ‘love jihad’ laws

The High Court’s order makes it clear that it is neither the province of the state nor any other
individual to interfere with a person’s choice of partner or faith. By invoking the Supreme Court’s
judgment in Puttaswamy, the High Court held that an individual’s ability to control vital aspects of
her life inheres in her right to privacy, that this promise includes the preservation of decisional
autonomy, on matters, among other things, of “personal intimacies, the sanctity of family life,
marriage, procreation, the home, and sexual orientation”.

The petitioners, Salamat Ansari and Priyanka Kharwar, had approached the High Court seeking
orders to quash a First Information Report (FIR) that was lodged against them. This FIR alleged
that a series of crimes had been committed, including one under Section 366 of the Indian Penal
Code, which criminalises the abduction of a woman with an intent to compel her to marry against
her will. The petitioners claimed that they were both adults competent to contract a marriage,
and had, in fact, wedded in August 2019, as per Muslim rites and ceremonies, only after Ms.
Kharwar had converted to Islam. They said, they had been living together for more than a year,
and that their peace and happiness had been threatened by the prospects of prosecution.

The State resisted these claims. It argued that Mr. Ansari and Ms. Kharwar’s partnership had no
sanctity in the law, because a conversion with a singular aim of getting married was illegitimate.
In making this argument, the government relied on a pair of judgments delivered by single
judges of the Allahabad High Court, in particular on the judgment in Noor Jahan v. State of U.P.
(2014). There, the High Court had held that a conversion by an individual to Islam was valid only
when it was predicated on a “change of heart” and on an “honest conviction” in the tenets of the
newly adopted religion. Additionally, the High Court had ruled that the burden to prove the
validity of a conversion was on the party professing the act.

The Hindu In Focus podcast  | Why are some States opting for laws on freedom of religion for
marriage (‘love jihad’)? 

Therefore, in Salamat Ansari, it was argued that it was for the woman to establish that her
conversion was borne out of her conscience and out of a deep-seated belief in the teachings of

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/we-dont-see-priyanka-kharwar-salamat-as-hindu-and-muslim-allahabad-hc/article33167558.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/policing-faith-the-hindu-editorial-on-love-jihad-laws-seeking-to-prohibit-unlawful-religious-conversions/article33187876.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/resources/supreme-court-verdict-on-right-to-privacy/article19551827.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/resources/supreme-court-verdict-on-right-to-privacy/article19551827.ece
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/22354729/
https://www.thehindu.com/podcast/why-are-some-states-opting-for-laws-on-freedom-of-religion-for-marriage-love-jihad-the-hindu-in-focus-podcast/article33122341.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/podcast/why-are-some-states-opting-for-laws-on-freedom-of-religion-for-marriage-love-jihad-the-hindu-in-focus-podcast/article33122341.ece
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her new religion. The Division Bench rejected this theory. It held that the judgment in Noor
Jahan was incorrectly delivered. Marriage, the High Court said, is a matter of choice, and every
adult woman has a fundamental right to choose her own partner. Even if such a decision
encourages other concomitant decisions, including a choice of religion, the state can have little
to do with it. According to the High Court, the Constitution is violated every time matters of
intimate and personal choice are made vulnerable to the paternal whims of the state.

Important as these findings might be, the verdict in Salamat Ansari is not a product of any
interpretive ingenuity. Article 25 of the Constitution expressly protects the choices that
individuals make. In addition to the right freely to profess, practise and propagate religion, it
guarantees to every person the freedom of conscience. By its dictionary definition, “conscience”
refers to each person’s own sense of moral right and wrong. It is an emotion that cannot be
judged from the outside. It is certainly not something that the state can examine as a function of
its sovereign authority.

Comment | Love in the time of Hindutva

Moreover, the idea of protecting one’s freedom of conscience goes beyond mere considerations
of religious faith. This much is evident when we ask ourselves why the Constitution accords any
protection at all to religious beliefs. Contrary to what some might think, the safeguard that the
document affords to religion is not because there is something innate in religious faith that
demands special security. On the other hand, this liberty is promised because questions of
conscience — which include choices of faith — are matters of ethical autonomy. The provision’s
ultimate raison d’être is to allow individuals the freedom to lead their lives as they please.

On this understanding, we see that to tether a person’s choice of religion to her knowledge of
that faith is to render nugatory the ability of a person to express her own sense of conscience. In
overruling Noor Jahan, the Division Bench of the High Court said that it did not see “Priyanka
Kharwar and Salamat as Hindu and Muslim,” but it saw them rather “as two grown up individuals
who out of their own free will and choice are living together peacefully and happily...”

Comment | Daring to love beyond societal limits

How long, though, can this tenuous peace last? Already, seemingly in response to the judgment,
the government of Uttar Pradesh has introduced an ordinance which makes not only religious
conversions that are forcefully obtained an offence but that also declares void any conversion
found to be made solely for marriage. In supporting the law, the State will likely rely on a 1977
Supreme Court judgment in Rev. Stainislaus v. State of Madhya Pradesh.

Also read | Jail term, fine for ‘illegal’ conversions in Uttar Pradesh

There, the Court upheld, on grounds of public order, two of the earliest anti-conversion statutes
in India: the Madhya Pradesh Dharma Swatantrya Adhiniyam, 1968, and the Orissa Freedom of
Religion Act, 1967. These laws required that a District Magistrate be informed each time a
conversion was made and prohibited any conversion that was obtained through fraud or illegal
inducement. We cannot doubt the proposition that no person should be compelled to choose a
certain religion, but to open up to scrutiny every act of conversion by placing on individuals the
burden to prove that their decision was conscientious entrenches a form of hard paternalism,
where purely private choices are made subject to the State’s ultimate sanction.

Today, it is hard to see how Rev. Stainislaus constitutes good law. In his treatise on
constitutional law, the jurist, H.M. Seervai, wrote that the “judgment is clearly wrong, is
productive of the greatest public mischief and ought to be overruled”. Since then, a nine-judge

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/love-in-the-time-of-hindutva/article33172073.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/daring-to-love-beyond-societal-limits/article33172069.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/uttar-pradesh-cabinet-clears-ordinance-against-love-jihad/article33170627.ece
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Bench ruling of the Supreme Court, in Puttaswamy, has recognised that every individual
possesses a guaranteed freedom of thought; that at the core of liberty is the rights of persons to
decide for themselves how they want to lead their lives. When we fail to acknowledge and
respect the most intimate and personal choices that people make — choices of faith and belief,
choices of partners — we undermine the most basic principles of dignity. Our Constitution’s
endurance depends on our ability to respect these decisions, to grant to every person an equal
freedom of conscience.

Suhrith Parthasarathy is an advocate practising at the Madras High Court

This article is available only to our subscribers.

Already have an account ? Sign in

Start your 14 days free trial. Sign Up
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FREE SPEECH VS HATE SPEECH
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Indian Constitution - Features & Significant Provisions related to Fundamental

Rights, Directive Principles and Fundamental Duties
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In a significant order on Monday, a two-judge bench of the Supreme Court (SC) — comprising
Justice AM Khanwilkar and Justice Sanjiv Khanna — laid out the theoretical basis for
distinguishing free speech and hate speech and mounted a strong defence of the former while
outlining the dangerous implications of the latter. The bench was considering a petition by
journalist Amish Devgan to quash multiple First Information Reports (FIRs) against him for his
remarks against the Sufi saint, Khwaja Moinuddin Chisthi. The SC refused to order the quashing
of the FIRs, but the real import of the order lies in its pronouncement on the nature of free
speech and its limits in India.

Based on an extensive comparative study of how diverse jurisdictions deal with free speech,
India’s own constitutional provisions, and the existing academic literature on the subject, the
order puts up a robust defence of free speech and adopts, rightly, an expansive view of what
free speech constitutes. In its view, the “freedom to express and speak” is the most important
condition for a political democracy. It adds that laws and policies are not democratic unless
subject to questioning and criticism and that dissent and criticism of the government’s policy —
even if it was false — would be ethically wrong but not invite penal action. Importantly, it says
governments should be left out of adjudicating what’s right or wrong, true or false, for these are
matters of open discussion in the public domain and that political speech on government policies
requires “greater protection” for preservation of democracy. Finally, it points out that instead of
being an elite indulgence, free speech has empowered the marginalised. By firmly standing in
favour of the constitutional principle of liberty and the fundamental right of free speech, the SC
— at a time when these values are often subject to arbitrary action — has done well and must
observe it consistently in its own treatment of matters.

The order also, once again rightly, takes a position against hate speech, defined in terms of
context, content, and impact. The order refers to the greater onus on “persons of influence” —
which may include political, social, media leaders — while highlighting the need greater latitude
to those oppressed groups who may, due to their experiences, resort to a degree of harshness
in utterances. At a time when along with the greater threat to free speech, there is proliferation of
hate speech, the SC’s observations deserve careful attention and adherence.
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PB MEHTA WRITES: FEDERALISM IS SUCH A
VANISHING ACT IN INDIA
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Issues and Challenges Pertaining to the Federal Structure, Dispute Redressal

Mechanisms, and the Centre-State Relations

Federalism in India reminds one of the grinning Cheshire cat in Alice in Wonderland. At one
point the cat disappears and all that remains is the grin, an enigmatic trace of doubtful
significance. Federalism is such a vanishing act. The truth, however, is that there never has
been a serious principled constituency for federalism in India.

Let us examine the sources of federalism scepticism. The Indian Constitution was designed to
be opportunistic about federalism. As BR Ambedkar had put it, “India’s Draft Constitution can be
both unitary as well as federal according to the requirements of time and circumstances.” As he
went on to say, “Such a power of converting itself into a unitary state, no federation possesses.”
The ideological underpinnings of this flexible federalism are still the default common sense of
Indian politics. The imperatives of security, state building, and economic development are
always allowed to trump federal pieties.

Four things sustain federalism. But, in retrospect, they turned out to be very contingent political
foundations for federalism. The first was a genuine concern about whether a centralised state
could accommodate India’s linguistic and cultural diversity. The States Reorganisation Act and
the compromises on the issue of languages was a victory for federalism. It allowed India to use
federalism to accommodate linguistic diversity. But ironically, it is precisely because this issue
got defused through intelligent compromise that it is no longer a potent force in Indian politics.
All governments that have wanted to undermine federalism, including the BJP, are often careful
about not undermining this compromise. Since only an identity-based politics in a state can be a
genuine threat to the Centre, taking that off the political agenda actually gives the Centre a freer
hand on other aspects of federalism. So long as regional linguistic identities are not threatened
there is no natural source of resistance to centralisation.

The second underpinning of federalism is actual distribution of political power. The rise of
coalition governments, economic liberalisation, regional parties, seemed to provide propitious
ground for political federalism. But one must not overestimate the commitment to federalism in
that period of fragmentation. Political federalism is quite compatible with financial, and
administrative centralisation. But what fragmentation of power effectively meant was that each
state could bargain for certain things; or very strong leaders could veto central proposals. It is
striking that the period of fragmented power, strong chief ministers, did nothing to strengthen the
institutions of federalism, for example, by making the council of chief ministers a more robust
forum. “Federalism for me but not for thee” — this can be evidenced in the bifurcation of
erstwhile Andhra, which was done against the resolution of the state legislature, and in Kashmir
which was stripped of statehood. No chivalrous federalism warriors reached for their swords to
defend the principle that a state can’t be extinguished without its own consent. Regional parties
do not necessarily imply a coalition for federalism.

In the current farmers’ agitation, these contradictions are on full display. The federalism
argument against the farm bills is the strongest legal argument. But you cannot both ask for a
Central MSP guarantee and defend federalism at the same time. For its part, the central
government itself allowed provisions that enable states to suspend labour laws if necessary, but
is unwilling to do that in the case of agriculture.

https://indianexpress.com/about/bjp/
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The third thing that sustains federalism is the political and institutional culture. But alas, the
culture of both the BJP and the Congress was, to put it mildly, committed to the most extreme
interpretation of flexible federalism, including procedural impropriety to oust opponents. The only
thing that might have changed significantly in the political culture is what Neelanjan Sircar and
Yamini Aiyar call attribution effects in politics. Because of the increasing presidentialisation of
national politics, a single-party dominance with powerful messaging power, and change in forms
of communication, the attribution of policy successes or failures might change, diminishing the
stature of chief ministers considerably. The other source of institutional culture might be the
Supreme Court. But there is little in the Court’s conduct that allows us to predict where it might
come down on federalism issues. To be fair, there was mostly a bi-partisan consensus on
honouring the technical recommendations of institutions like the Finance Commission, and we
will have to see if this last bastion of formal impartiality is eroded.

The fourth thing that sustained federalism was what Louise Tillin has brilliantly analysed as
“asymmetrical federalism” — special exemptions given to various states. But asymmetrical
federalism has always been subject to three pressures. For Kashmir, asymmetrical federalism
came to be seen as the source, not the resolution, of the security threat. Even in the North-east,
local conflicts within the scheme of asymmetrical federalism and a discourse of security allowed
the Centre to step in. And increasingly, there will be pressure on the question: Which laws under
asymmetrical federalism are compatible with Article 14 of the Indian Constitution?

Other ironies abound. The most far-reaching change in the Indian Constitution on federalism
was GST. It does increase centralisation in the system. But no matter what one thinks of GST,
warts and all, it is a product of the cooperation of the states, who still have a significant role in
shaping it. The states did push back against the possibility of the Centre reneging on its
commitment on payments. But except in the case of financial meltdown at the Centre which
seriously affects all states, there will not be much pushback.

So states will also use their autonomy selectively. Most states are reluctant to honour more
decentralisation within, to rural and urban bodies. Again, ironically, BJP-ruled states like
Haryana and Madhya Pradesh are jumping on the bandwagon for local domicile-based
reservation in the private labour market. These are against the party’s own obsession of “one
nation, one everything,” but also in contravention of basic constitutional principles. It is true that
the Centre disproportionately controls resources in India; but very few states have shown a zeal
to increase their own financial headroom by utilising whatever powers they might have on
taxation.

So flexible federalism will be bent in all kinds of ways. But it is important to remember that this
mess is not a product of Centre versus states. It has been co-produced by a political culture in
both Centre and the states. Few are losing sleep over federalism, perhaps because there is only
the mysterious grin, but no cat to bell.

This article first appeared in the print edition on December 10, 2020 under the title ‘Who
wants federalism?’ The writer is contributing editor, The Indian Express
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LAW AND DISORDER
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Judiciary in India: its Structure, Organization & Functioning, Judges of SC &

High Courts, Judgments and related Issues

A view of the Supreme Court of India in New Delhi. File   | Photo Credit: S. Subramanium

In the TV series, The Crown, a dismayed Queen Elizabeth II seeks to understand from Prime
Minister Harold Wilson why the public has such a negative perception of the royalty. She points
out that the royalty is composed of normal people leading normal lives and doing normal jobs.
Wilson haltingly says that the people don’t expect the royalty to be normal, but to be “ideal”.
“But,” the Queen bleats, “nobody is ideal.”

Today, the Supreme Court finds itself in a similar predicament. The citizens of the country
expect the institution and its constituents to be ideal, and the challenge of the Supreme Court is
to come to terms with that reality. However, it is not the Supreme Court alone that matters in the
justice delivery system. As a result of the unrelenting focus on the anguished knocks at the
doors of the highest court, the other inadequacies of the system don’t get as much public
attention. A few important ones are dealt with below.

Most often, the issue of spending on judiciary is equated with a call for increasing the salaries of
judges and providing better court infrastructure. Such perceptions are unfortunate. India has one
of the most comprehensive legal aid programmes in the world, the Legal Services Authority Act
of 1987. Under this law, all women, irrespective of their financial status, are entitled to free legal
aid. Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and children too are entitled to free legal aid. This
means that a significant proportion of the population falls — or is supposed to fall — under a free
legal aid regime. However, in reality, this law is a dead letter. There has been little effort on the
part of successive governments to provide a task force of carefully selected, well-trained and
reasonably paid advocates to provide these services. In comparison, the system of legal aid in
the U.K. identifies and funds several independent solicitor offices to provide such services. If
support is withdrawn, many solicitor offices that provide these invaluable services would
collapse and with that, the rule of law. India is yet to put in place anything similar to this.

The judge-population ratio provides one of the most important yardsticks to measure the health
of the legal system. The U.S. has about 100 judges per million population. Canada has about 75
and the U.K. has about 50. India, on the other hand, has only 19 judges per million population.
Of these, at any given point, at least one-fourth is always vacant. While much is written on
vacancies to the Supreme Court and the High Courts, hardly any attention is focused on this
gaping inadequacy in lower courts which is where the common man first comes into contact (or
at least should) with the justice delivery system. These inadequacies are far more important to
the common man than the issues relating to the apex court that are frequently highlighted in the
public space. In All India Judges Association v. Union of India (2001), the Supreme Court had
directed the Government of India to increase the judge-population ratio to at least 50 per million
population within five years from the date of the judgment. This has not been implemented.

Though ‘access to justice’ has not been specifically spelt out as a fundamental right in the
Constitution, it has always been treated as such by Indian courts. In Anita Kushwaha v. Pushpa
Sadan (2016), the Supreme Court held unambiguously that if “life” implies not only life in the
physical sense but a bundle of rights that make life worth living, there is no justice or other basis
for holding that denial of “access to justice” will not affect the quality of human life. It was for the
first time that the Supreme Court had attempted a near-exhaustive definition of what “access to
justice” actually means. Further, the court pointed out four important components of access to

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/S-Subramanium/
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justice. It pointed out the need for adjudicatory mechanisms. It said that the mechanism must be
conveniently accessible in terms of distance and that the process of adjudication must be
speedy and affordable to the disputants. It is of course a paradox that this judgment, which
emphasises the concept of speedy justice, was passed in 2016 in a batch of transfer petitions
that were filed between 2008 to 2014.

The state in all its glorious manifestations — the executive, judiciary and the legislature — is yet
to draw out a national policy and road map for clearing backlogs and making these concepts
real. These are just a few of the issues crying for attention. Increasing tribunalisation of the
justice delivery process; the extortionate court fees payable to access justice in civil suits in
some States; and the poor integration of technology into the system are some issues that readily
come to mind. A disproportionate amount of attention that is given to the functioning of the
Supreme Court, important as it is, distracts from these and similar issues. Let us assume that
the apex court achieves the distinction of being “ideal” in the near future, of being all things to all
people. Still, a fine mind alone is of little avail if the rest of the body lies disabled, as the justice
delivery system is today.

N.L. Rajah is Senior Advocate, Madras High Court
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Your support for our journalism is invaluable. It’s a support for truth and fairness in journalism. It
has helped us keep apace with events and happenings.

The Hindu has always stood for journalism that is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it
becomes even more important that we have access to information that has a bearing on our
health and well-being, our lives, and livelihoods. As a subscriber, you are not only a beneficiary
of our work but also its enabler.

We also reiterate here the promise that our team of reporters, copy editors, fact-checkers,
designers, and photographers will deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested interest
and political propaganda.

Suresh Nambath

Please enter a valid email address.

To reassure Indian Muslims, the PM needs to state that the govt. will not conduct an exercise
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PRIVACY, A FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT THE STATE MUST
PROTECT
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Indian Constitution - Features & Significant Provisions related to Fundamental

Rights, Directive Principles and Fundamental Duties

In an article in The Hindu, Is a person’s address public information? (OpEd page, December 1,
2020), the writers, Shailesh Gandhi and Prashant Reddy T., raised a few issues over a recent
Bombay High Court order directing the government to take down the address of a Right to
Information (RTI) applicant from its website.

The writers had argued that no ‘law or principle of law prevents the state from disclosing such
information about the addresses of citizens’ and placed the onus on keeping the address private
on RTI Applicants by specifying a P.O. box. Our article attempts to point out why the framing of
the initial question is misleading and looks at the problems in the December 1 article.

Explained | The right to privacy

First, the writers cite the example of public telephone directories and voter lists to point out how
addresses are not always treated as private information. They further point to how disclosure of
beneficiary addresses helps with transparency and accountability of social welfare programmes
and serves public interest. The first example is a paraphrased version of the tired rhetoric on
India’s privacy culture, i.e., ‘Indians don’t care about their privacy.’ A similar argument made by
the state was repelled by a unanimous nine-judge Bench of the Supreme Court of India in
Justice K.S. Puttaswamy (Retd) ... vs Union Of India And Ors. (9J, 2017). Further, none of these
examples has been judicially tested, especially in the context of such information being available
digitally, where the unforeseeability of extent of harms is aggravated: something which the nine-
judge Bench decision also acknowledged.

But, more importantly, an assertion that addresses are sometimes published information or that
disclosure of addresses may serve public interest in some cases is of little use to decide the
question in any given case, such as disclosure of the addresses of RTI applicants.

Second, the writers may be correct in stating that the High Court decisions do not exposit their
reasoning from first principles of transparency or privacy. However, they fail to see the line of
reasoning that justifies the decision — from the recognition of citizens having an interest in
guarding their addresses as private/personal information; unauthorised or mandatory disclosure
of such personal information constituting an infringement; privacy being a fundamental right that
the state must respect and protect; and any state action has to be justified based on the four-
pronged test articulated in the nine judge Bench decision of Puttaswamy. The requirements of
the backing of law; the law being in pursuance of a legitimate state purpose; the proposed action
having a rational nexus to such purpose; and the extent of infringement being necessary and
proportionate to purpose constitute that test.

Interview | Citizens of India today have right to privacy, says former Justice Puttaswamy

A useful framework for first-principles reasoning that the writers search for may come from a
ruling of the Allahabad High Court earlier this year. Questions that relate to the publication of
personal information, such as addresses, came up in a suo motu action against the Uttar
Pradesh government for putting up posters with the personal details of people accused of
allegedly destroying public property during the widespread protests against the Citizenship

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/is-a-persons-address-public-information/article33216013.ece
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(Amendment) Act. These personal details included their photographs, names, and addresses.
Following Puttaswamy, the Court found the action of State ‘nothing but an unwarranted
interference in the privacy of people’. The High Court observed that neither was there a law
which empowered the state to put up such posters with personal details nor was there any
legitimate aim that a democratic state could pursue for which such action could be deemed
necessary and proportionate. Therefore, the pertinent question is whether the state has lawful
power to publish information that a citizen may consider private and not merely the somewhat
self-fulfilling question that the writers pose.

Third, the writers refer to Section 8(1)(j) of the RTI Act to assert that there is an obligation to
disclose personal information where such ‘information bears a nexus to public activity’. It is not
immediately apparent the basis for the writers’ assertion that an RTI applicant’s address has any
nexus to public activity. Perhaps, more significantly, the writers overlook the other limb of that
Section that disallows disclosure that would cause an unwarranted invasion of privacy — which
is a consequentialist test — the kind that the writers criticise the High Court decisions for.
Section 8(1)(j) still allows disclosure subject to the public information officer making a case by
case judgment on whether the larger public interest is served by disclosing such personal
information. It is not clear what the writer’s idea of the larger public interest is in disclosing the
addresses of RTI applicants.

Comment | Privacy concerns during a pandemic

On the other hand, there is significant public interest in not disclosing the personal information of
RTI applicants. In this case, it was not a mere publication of his address as part of some broader
list containing addresses of all citizens of his area. The disclosure also easily brought out the
association of his address with his application that made him the target of violence and
retaliation.

Protection of privacy for individual citizens and transparency of public authorities are two sides
of the same coin. An open and transparent government that also guarantees, respects, protects,
promotes, and fulfils every citizen’s right to privacy is not a contradiction in terms. To insist that
applicants must waive or make compromises on their right to privacy to exercise their rights
under the transparency law is an unreasonable barrier that causes a chilling effect in exercise of
those rights, quite significantly harming the very cause that is sought to be championed.

Prasanna S. and Maansi Verma are Delhi-based independent lawyers and founding trustees of
the Article 21 Trust, which works on issues at the intersection of digital rights and welfare
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We brief you on the latest and most important developments, three times a day.

*Our Digital Subscription plans do not currently include the e-paper, crossword and print.

Dear reader,

We have been keeping you up-to-date with information on the developments in India and the
world that have a bearing on our health and wellbeing, our lives and livelihoods, during these
difficult times. To enable wide dissemination of news that is in public interest, we have increased
the number of articles that can be read free, and extended free trial periods. However, we have
a request for those who can afford to subscribe: please do. As we fight disinformation and
misinformation, and keep apace with the happenings, we need to commit greater resources to
news gathering operations. We promise to deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested
interest and political propaganda.

Dear subscriber,

Thank you!

Your support for our journalism is invaluable. It’s a support for truth and fairness in journalism. It
has helped us keep apace with events and happenings.

The Hindu has always stood for journalism that is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it
becomes even more important that we have access to information that has a bearing on our
health and well-being, our lives, and livelihoods. As a subscriber, you are not only a beneficiary
of our work but also its enabler.

We also reiterate here the promise that our team of reporters, copy editors, fact-checkers,
designers, and photographers will deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested interest
and political propaganda.

Suresh Nambath

Please enter a valid email address.

You can support quality journalism by turning off ad blocker or purchase a subscription for
unlimited access to The Hindu.

Sign up for a 30 day free trial.
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MEGHALAYA AND THE SIXTH SCHEDULE: WHY THE
CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTION NEEDS TO BE
REVISITED

Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Indian Constitution - Features & Significant Provisions related to The
Preamble, Union & its Territories and The Citizenship

The hill state of Meghalaya swings between waves of communal violence and an uneasy peace.
Recently, members of the Khasi Students’ Union (KSU), a student body only in name, which has
long been accused of fomenting violence against non-tribals in the state, declared all Bengalis in
Meghalaya as Bangladeshis. It is also spearheading an agitation for an Inner Line Permit (ILP)
to regulate outsiders coming into the state. The Centre has so far refused to yield to this
unreasonable demand — at stake is also the Prime Minister’s Act East Policy for the success of
which seamless connectivity and exchange within the Northeastern states is essential.

An ILP might deter tourists from this beautiful hill state where tourism industry is a major source
of income, as well as investors it badly needs for its economic development. The tourism
industry that employs thousands of local youth has been hit hard by the pandemic. Driving their
divisive agenda, the KSU is hardly bothered. The government too has agreed to open a series of
entry and exit posts on the state’s border – in the absence of an ILP – to tackle the “outsider”
influx in a few weeks from now.

Meghalaya has a unique administrative structure among all Indian states. The entire state —
save a tiny area within the capital Shillong — is covered by the Sixth Schedule to the
Constitution of India under Article 244 of the Constitution. The Sixth Schedule which applies to
the Tribal Areas of Assam, Meghalaya, Tripura and Mizoram, provides for autonomy in the
administration of these areas through Autonomous District Councils (ADCs) and the Regional
Councils empowered to make laws in respect of areas under their jurisdiction, which cover land,
forest, cultivation, inheritance, indigenous customs and traditions of tribals, etc. and also to
collect land revenues and certain other taxes. ADCs are like miniature states having specific
powers and responsibilities in respect of all the three arms of governance: Legislature, executive
and judiciary.

The Sixth Schedule, however, discriminates against the non-tribal residents in various ways and
infringes upon their fundamental rights, like the right to equality before law (Article 14), right
against discrimination (Article 15), and the right to settle anywhere in India (Article 19). Special
constitutional protections are indeed required for marginalised sections to ensure that historical
wrongs done to them are reversed and not repeated, but it has denied justice to the non-tribals,
who have lived in Meghalaya for generations but ended up marginalised.

Repeated bouts of riots allegedly orchestrated by the KSU have driven many non-tribals out of
the state, with their share of population dwindling from 20 per cent in 1972, when the hill state
was carved out of Assam, to 14 per cent in 2011. It is a tale of forced migration like the Kashmiri
Pandits — only this tale has remained untold and unknown to most Indians. The victims
belonged to all communities — Bengalis, Biharis, Nepalese, Punjabis, Sindhis, Marwaris,
Assamese — who had lived in the state for many generations.

The non-tribal population of the state is a product of its history. In the 19th century, the British
administration had brought the Bengalis, one of earliest to gain English education, into Shillong
which was then the capital of the composite state of Assam, for assisting the administration. The
contiguous district of Sylhet which was made a part of Assam by the British before it went to

https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/pandemic-explained-who-novel-coronavirus-covid19-what-is-a-pandemic-6309727/
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East Pakistan at Partition always had close ties and warm relations with the Khasi and Jaintia
people of Meghalaya based on trade and other exchanges since the early 19th century.

When Partition forced the Hindu Bengalis out of Sylhet, many came naturally to Meghalaya,
especially to Shillong, where they contributed richly to its educational, economic and cultural life.
The colonial administration had also encouraged the Biharis, Nepalese and Punjabis to settle in
the city and they all eventually became assimilated into the state’s mainstream. But once
Meghalaya was born, the new-born state promptly reserved 85 per cent of jobs for natives and
prohibited transfer of any land to non-tribals.

In later decades, the state’s abject failure to provide protection to the minority non-tribals or
punish those responsible for violence against them relegated them to the status of second-class
citizens, who continue to live in the shadow of violence, making a mockery of the fundamental
right to life and personal liberty guaranteed under Article 21 of the Constitution.

The Sixth Schedule was incorporated to protect the rights of the minority tribals living within a
larger state dominated by the majority. But in these largely tribal-dominated states, the
indigenous enjoy overwhelming majority and a major political voice, with 90 per cent of the
Assembly seats (55 out of 60 in Meghalaya) reserved for the tribals. Indeed, it is now the rights
of minority non-tribals that need protection. The existence of the Sixth Schedule in a full-fledged
state with all powers is thus not only unnecessary but also illogical. It undermines social
harmony, stability and economic development of the state and the region. Shouldn’t this be
revisited?

The writer is a former bureaucrat with the Comptroller & Auditor General of India, and an
academic
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